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> A WORD FROM THE DIRECTOR

ALEXANDRINA DIAC
GENERAL DIRECTOR

TEACHING:
SHARING ONE’S HERITAGE
In a society as complex as ours, is it possible to mini- Now let’s let the teachers of the Dominican University
mize the importance of teaching and education, as College talk to us about teaching and its importance.
if living together were possible without the effort of Lets take the time to savour their ideas, and be touched
everyone involved in the transmission of cultural herit- by their experiences. In this way our hearts may be nourage, in all domains? Could a gardener grow plants that ished, stimulated by the diversity and beauty of their
bear fruits without knowing their nature, or without reflections. These final points, however, are what can
selecting the right seeds? Could he prepare the earth incite us to action, to involvement, to a real love for those
in such a way that it is accommodating to whatever alongside us. They can also help us become more aware:
didn’t our Creator give us the
seeds are chosen? Is sharability to reason, to search
ing knowledge, know-how
with our bodies and minds,
and good conduct necesIn a society as complex as ours,
fight the flames of ignorsary in order to not lose the
is it possible to minimize the importance to
ance, to put us on the path
gains of the past and, above
of teaching and education, as if living
of a journey that is both free
all, to not start again from
zero? What do philosophers
together were possible without the effort and accompanied, a journey
that is open to creativity and
and theologians have to say
of everyone involved in the transmission to creating a future?
about the concept of tabula
rasa anyway?
of cultural heritage, in all domains?”
Dear readers,
We have observed that, in
Since the last edition of
all of human society, trans“Essentials”, the College has
mitting what has been acquired – a variety of know- continued its activities by adapting accordingly to our
ledge, practical lessons, values, etc., regularly takes current context. You will find a certain glimpse of this in
place in all domains of life, and from generation to the following pages. The Foundation has also continued
generation. Doesn’t history usually serve as a compass to offer support to the College through operating grants,
in order to make the best decisions possible, on both project funding and student scholarships. In short, all
the personal and community level? We are only talking efforts have been, in one way or another, dedicated to
about the history of the Revelation through which the offering a quality education and to facilitating access
Creator has shown His face. God, by his Word made to it. Behind all of this, it is important to signal out the
flesh in Jesus, teaches us the Way to follow in order for roles of the donors who, through their generosity, have
us to lead fulfilling lives, in order for us to welcome supported the transmission of a philosophical and theothis teaching and make the most of it.
logical heritage that our world couldn’t pass by. A heartfelt thank you from all members of the College and the
Foundation!
Enjoy your reading!

Alexandrina Diac
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> THE LIFE OF THE COLLEGE

A DAY DEVOTED TO GRATITUDE
ON JANUARY 15, 2021, THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION WAS HAPPY TO AWARD 42 STUDENTS,
FROM ALL LEVELS OF STUDY, WITH SCHOLARSHIPS FOR THE 2020-2021 ACADEMIC YEAR. THE STUDENTS CAME FROM
TWO OF THE COLLEGE’S FACULTIES: THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY AND THE FACULTY OF THEOLOGY, WHICH INCLUDED
THE PASTORAL INSTITUTE.

Due to the pandemic, the traditional scholarship
ceremony was postponed. Despite this, however, the
Foundation remained close to the students by offering
them $90,000 in scholarships.
These students were quick to communicate their gratitude with thank you letters and video messages.
If the Dominican University College Foundation is
able to support the students of the DUC every year, it is
because it can count on a community of very dear and
very devoted friends: religious communities, elders,
employees, individuals and charities who believe that
the future of our society and the Church depends on
university education. Their contributions are more
than significant: they are essential for the students!

... a community of very dear and very
devoted friends: religious communities,
elders, employees, individuals and charities
who believe that the future of our society
and the Church depends on university
education.”

We warmly thank the donors for their show of confidence and extend our warmest congratulations
to this year’s fellows.

4
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THE 21ST ANNUAL STUDENT CONFERENCE
OF THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
JOSHUA ALLI-SMITH
PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION

The 21st Annual Dominican University College Student
Conference was held from March 26-27, mostly on Zoom.
We welcomed an international group of speakers and
attendees from as far away as Singapore and the Czech
Republic. We were fortunate to have been able to select
papers from a wider pool than usual this year, and in doing
so, craft a programme where many topics were in ‘conversation,’ and cohered to one another, in as much as they
were also different expressions of a theme - ethics and the
good life.
The purpose of our conference was to provide a forum for
the presentation of work in philosophy and theology, in
order to establish a multidisciplinary dialogue, and a common ground for ethics. This project is, of course, ongoing
and incomplete — but we may have identified a few essential features.

The Foundation’s support has enabled
us to effectively organise our conference
during these difficult circumstances, and,
more importantly, to make it a success that
may serve as a model, in specific ways,
for the years to come.”
For my part, I want to once again offer my sincere thanks
to Dr. Butcher, each person in the programme, and each
attendee for their participation. I hope to meet you, or
meet you once again in the future.

AECDO is pleased to have carried this annual congress
into its third decade. We are especially grateful to the
Dominican University College Foundation for having covered the various costs associated with this event.
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> THE LIFE OF THE COLLEGE

MAXIME ALARD, OP
PHILOSOPHY AND THEOLOGY PROFESSOR

PRESENTATION OF THE LAWRENCE-DEWAN CHAIR:
PHILOSOPHY AND SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS
A “Chair”... funny term isn’t it! Nothing at all to do with To honour his memory, and to continue his quintesthe blaring preachers speaking truth from the pulpit! sentially Dominican work, a chair in his name was
It is no longer, I hope, a comfortable seat in the ivory created at the Dominican University College. Its mantower where renowned scholdate: to continue a long tradition
ars pontificate. No, a university
of Dominican lecturers diving
“chair”, as I envision it, is a place
into the vast corpus Thomas
of gathering: people can mine A university “chair”, as I envision Aquinas’ work, to pave a path
together, and unearth enlightaround today’s complex issues.
it, is a place of gathering:
enment that will benefit various
In his own fashion, brother
people can mine together, and
groups, both in the university
Lawrence Dewan followed the
and in the society. There is truth
works of Mailloux, Lévesque,
unearth enlightenment that
and justice to be promoted on the
Régis, Parent, etc. For him, as
will benefit various groups,
horizon.
for them, studying the proposals
both in the university and
of Thomas Aquinas wasn’t about
For more than 30 years, brother
dusting off and examining some
in the society.”
Dewan taught at the Dominican
ancient scrolls or relics: this
University College while hostscrupulous meditative critique
ing conferences and giving courses around the world. carried a sense of urgency, to truly be at the heart of all
None of this would prevent him from missing a game existential, social and ecclesiastic discussions.
of Rummy 500 on Friday night or, as a shining example
of faith, from praying with his brothers every day! He For several months now, Lawrence Dewan chair’s activhas been an admirable embodiment of the Dominican ities have been multiplying. There are of course, his
life and mission.
courses and seminars, followed by his publications.
Online conferences are now offered in French and
During these years, brother Dewan has scrutinized English; they take place over Zoom and are accessover the texts of Saint Thomas Aquinas and studied his ible through the DUC Foundation website. There are
proposals on metaphysics, ethics, and theology. These also several projects brewing: podcasts on the Summa
texts, propositions and arguments propelled him into Theologica offered in English, training camps on
discussions with other Thomists, as well as ancient Thomas Aquinas lectures, digitizing catalogues on
and modern thinkers. Looking through the titles of his Thomas Aquinas’ biblical references, annual sympoarticles, as well as those of his annual seminars, one is siums, annual thematic workshops (around social or
quickly convinced. For him, this wasn’t some doctrine that political issues), study bursaries, and publishing postwe should blindly follow, but a way of thinking and acting. humous texts. There is also a plan to create links with
This all came together with his love for blues, poetry, and other groups interested in Thomas Aquinas.
fascination for trains, boxing, and Pogo comics.
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SOWING THE WORD
A NEW PROJECT OF THE DUCF

At the start of Lent, the Dominican
University College Foundation
launched the “Sowing the Word”
project in collaboration with the
professors of the Dominican University College, experienced theologians and philosophers who
care about transmission.
This project consists of producing
videos and podcasts focused on
the transmission of messages of
wisdom and hope by addressing
topics related to current affairs,
spirituality, ethics, social issues
and culture. It will also propose
theological and philosophical
reflections. More precisely, this
production aspires to plunge its
listeners into the heart of the
challenges of our time.

The content being disseminated
on “Sowing the Word” will allow
all those in search of meaning
to have access to specialists
from the Dominican University
College, who will then transform
them into multipliers, bearers
of the values shaped by
our Christian heritage.”
Happy listening!

The content being disseminated on “Sowing the Word”
will allow all those in search
of meaning to have access to
specialists from the Dominican University College, who
will then transform them into
multipliers, bearers of the values shaped by our Christian
heritage.
Every episode of “Sowing the
Word” will be published in
video and / or podcast format
and will be available on the
Dominican University College
Foundation’s website, YouTube
and Spotify channels, Facebook page, and LinkedIn page.

ALL EDITIONS WILL BE ARCHIVED ON THE FOUNDATION’S WEBSITE
https://www.fcud.ca and YouTube channel.

https://fcud.ca/semer-la-parole/
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>  TESTIMONIES

THE IMPORTANCE
OF EDUCATION
IN TRANSMITTING
MORAL VALUES
MARC CHEVARIE
GRADUATE OF THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

When they asked me to write an article on the importance of education in transmitting social and ecclesiastic
values, I knew I couldn’t refuse. How could I, after having worked as a teacher for 34 years? Not to mention all of
the philosophy and theology professors who have taught
me, and to whom I will be indebted until the day I die.

Contributing to Essentials
is in my opinion, in recognition
of my alma mater’s distinction.”
Forever faithful to the intellectual heritage conferred
upon me, I still maintain my freedom to think. I have
therefore decided to first change the title initially proposed from “social and ecclesiastic values” to “moral
values.” I often think that they are confused for one
another, given the Christian heritage of Western society’s values. As for what I propose, I prefer to speak - in
the manner of Fernand Dumont - of moral values that
correspond to “great human aspirations.”1 When looking at the path I took in high school education, I try to
see how the two main school sectors that I have worked
in contribute to the transmission of values.

On religious education...
In 1986, while completing my university education in
philosophy, theology and teaching, the Quebec school
system offered its students three options: courses on
Catholic morality and religion, Protestant morality and
religion, and general morality. While still influenced by
the Church’s presence across the province, Quebec stu-

8

dents by and large chose the first option, to the extent
that most private schools offered no other option. Education was still affected by the considerations of the
Conseil supérieur de l’éducation slightly prior regarding
school and values. Different school sectors in Quebec
clearly remembered the urgent message coming from
André Naud and Lucien Morin’s research submitted
in May 1978, affirming that “we cannot escape the
responsibility to educate values.”2
I began my career at Villa Maria, a private Catholic
school for girls, where I worked for 20 years as a teacher
of Catholic morality and religion. During that time, the
school’s administration had clear expectations where
I was concerned. I was to not only present Catholic
Christian thought on themes presented in class, but
also to be, in all humility, a witness of the Gospel.
Obviously, the course’s content was carefully approved
by representatives of the Catholic Committee, and the
values mentioned were connected to the experience of
those witnessed in the Bible throughout the academic
year, particularly as related to Jesus, who is recognized
in Christianity as being the Son of God. This content
was firmly rooted in pastoral activities. In summary, it
at least seemed that all of this existed in harmony. I will
never forget this period. But is that the case for my former students?
In order to avoid falling into baseless interpretations, I
felt it best to conduct a speed survey on the transmission of values in school via an anonymous Google form
to my former students. For my part, I wanted to see
the role that school had played in the transmission of
values that have become theirs (question 1) and if my

1

DUMONT, Fernand. « La crise des valeurs », Cahiers de recherche éthique, 1976.

2

NAUD, André et MORIN, Lucien. L’esquive. L’école et les valeurs, Québec, ministère de l’Éducation, 1978, 167 p.
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class on Catholic morality and religion contributed to
acquiring these values (question 3). Questions 2 and 4
were about specifying the times in which these values
were transmitted. While we can certainly criticize the
size of the survey, the time devoted to this exercise and
the less-than-ideal way of reaching out to my former
students, the results were nevertheless enlightening.
The role that Villa Maria played in transmitting
values that have now become yours
A large role

24

A medium role

16

A minor role

1

No role

0

Contribution of moral and religious teaching
toward developing your values.
Greatly contributed

18

Somewhat contributed

14

Slightly contributed

3

Did not contribute

5

The evidence here shows that school and moral/religious teaching played a significant role in transmitting values at the start of my career.3 However, we
mustn’t give all the credit for transmitting values to
remarkable content. If certain students are explicitly
referring to content in the Bible, a rigorous work ethic
or to questions asked in class, the vast majority of students would mostly dwindle around the attitude of
their teachers.4

The girls learned openness, respect,
empathy, focus, engagement, compassion, attentiveness, kindness, hospitality, patience and politeness from their
teachers, among other things.”
We must humbly recognize that over the years, few of
the words uttered in class remain in our students’ memories, but thankfully, the gestures of others remain.
3

As many students emphasized in the survey, the transmission of values in school goes beyond the parameters
of the classroom. We must obviously include other
opportunities for acquiring values, such as the various
activities that the students take part in. Among them,
like the participation in religious activities, Bible camps,
base community, or prayer time, are clear experiences
of inwardness. Conversely, other activities that these
alumni mentioned pointed toward solidarity. This is
especially the case in peace campaigns, fund raising for
Centraide, delivering Christmas baskets or volunteer
work during secondary five. Finally, out of the answers
that these Villa Maria alumni submitted, we shouldn’t
forget to mention that the human relationships (three or
four groups per promotion that held a sense of camaraderie and mutual help) contributed significantly to the
acquisition of values.

On teaching ethics and religious culture...
Minister Fournier’s announcement of a new compulsory ethics and religious culture program starting in
September, 2008 would significantly change our daily
practice. Although the evolution of Quebec society
made this type of program necessary, many changes
would be asked of those working in the field. In fact,
the Quebec teaching program now recommends a
skills-based approach. In the Ethics and Religious Culture program, the teacher’s goal is to get the student to
reflect on ethical issues, demonstrate an understanding of the religious phenomenon and practice dialogue.

While the values transmitted
were influenced by the Gospel,
the teacher of ethics and religious culture thus becomes a cultural
facilitator, that is to say, bridges
the past, present and future
of Quebec culture.”
In carrying out their duties, they must adopt a new
professional posture: “an additional duty of reservation
and respect is imposed on the teaching staff, who must
not assert their beliefs or their points of view.”5 In order
to avoid influencing the students with their points of
view, the teachers must refrain from evaluating the
opinions or actions suggested of them, lest they compromise the aims of the program, which are recognized
by another and pursue the common good. In ethics, the
teacher no longer offers values that inspire human con-

The Villa Maria students interviewed were among those I had taught during my first five years at the school (1986-1990).

4

For example: “The bible always teaches you to be a better person and I had already had a base at home. Religion classes teach you to be compassionate towards others, to give and not expect back, to always put others first, to do volunteer work. Your class taught me the values of love, respect, to
believe in Jesus and God and Marie » or « You were the first person who showed me that faith, academic study of scripture, and intellectual curiosity
and debate about religion, morality, and faith, are not mutually exclusive, and that I can have doubts and questions but still be a true Christian.”

5

MÉLS. Éthique et culture religieuse : programme du premier cycle et du deuxième cycle du secondaire. Québec, ministère de l’Éducation, du Loisir
et du Sport, 2008, p. 5.
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duct like in moral and religious education. This time,
they must primarily endeavour to support the students
in the acquisition of an approach where they will continue learning how to contextualize the ethical situations that arise, to explain the values at play, to consider
a variety of reference points to shed light on different
situations, to assess the different possible options and
to consider courses of action that will facilitate living
together. The ethics and religious culture program,
however, does not systematically set aside values as evidenced by several ethical themes prescribed in the secondary school curriculum, but it does show teachers
the discipline required to make their students aware of
the different ways of considering values.6

ment animator. Could it be that a more distant period,
like that of the former Villa Maria students, skews the
focus on the origin of values gained in school? Could it
also be that the absence of a committed discourse on
values in the class has a certain impact on the transmission of these values, same as the absence of spiritual
activities which complemented what was said in class?

I also wanted to survey the opinions of Sophie-Barat’s
students, with whom I worked as a teacher in ethics
and religious culture from 2010 to 2019. I was keen to
interview two cohorts of students (2014-2015 and 20152016), who are now in their twenties, thus ensuring that
they have minimal hindsight and can therefore assess
the transmission of values at school. Once again, the
compilation of responses to questions 1 and 3 remains
interesting.
Role played by Sophie-Barat in the transmission
of values that are now your own
A large role

15

A medium role

9

A minor role

7

No role

4

Contribution of the ethics and religious culture
course to your values
Greatly contributed

3

Somewhat contributed

13

Slightly contributed

12

Did not contribute

7

It isn’t surprising here to see a variation in student
responses, as the social environment and the teaching context are quite different. Unlike the former Villa
Maria students interviewed, the former students of
Sophie-Barat surveyed are younger and have evolved
in a mixed public school where no member of staff
assumed the role of spiritual and community involve-

10

Since the beginning of the implementation of the ERC
program, which I like, I have bowed to the posture it
demands while maintaining a certain intellectual divide within myself. I wouldn’t dare express it in this article if I hadn’t just stepped down as president of AQÉCR.
My reluctance towards the reservation demanded
by the Ministry of Education can be explained by the
words of the educational philosopher Olivier Reboul:

We both indoctrinate and abandon those
we educate to laissez-faire... By refusing to
initiate those we educate to the culture and
the values it entails, we don’t leave them free
to choose, we deliver them to a subculture, to
prejudices, to fleeting excesses, to the morals
of the clan.7

By respecting this duty of neutrality,
are we not in the process of
“disembodying” ourselves, of making
ourselves “invisible?” Isn’t silencing
our values akin to giving greater
importance to all the other spheres
of influence?”

6

This is the case with the following themes: liberty, autonomy, and tolerance of justice.

7

REBOUL, Olivier. La philosophie de l’éducation, Collection Que sais-je? Paris, Presses universitaires de France, 1989, p. 25.
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In my opinion, it is important not to conceal one’s
beliefs or opinions, but rather to avoid passing them
off as knowledge. It is at this price that the student’s
freedom is preserved.
Whatever professional posture we adopt, the fact
remains that the school plays a significant role in the
transmission of values, particularly through community engagement activities and through the attitudes
adopted by its educators as highlighted by these two
responses obtained during the speed survey:8

For me, it is mainly the voluntary involvement
within the framework of the Ethics course that
allowed me to come into contact with realities different from mine and to become more
open-minded. I also really enjoyed contributing
to the Christmas basket project. With this, I
developed a liking to providing assistance.

Through the meetings I made there, by meeting people who made me think about the person I was and who I wanted to become in the
future, I was led to question myself about what
mattered to me. The reflections I had following
discussions with teachers and extracurricular
activities in areas that appealed to me went a
long way in shaping who I am today.
It is clear that, regardless of the environment in which
we find ourselves, every teacher, whatever discipline
they are teaching, plays an important role in the transmission of values through the words and attitudes they
adopt or through the activities they propose. However,
we cannot accurately measure the impact on the hearts
of each of their students. Is this not an invitation to
adopt the humble position of the sower of the Gospel,
driven by the conviction that certain grains will bear
beautiful fruit?

Here it is important to highlight that the students who signed up for the DEFI program (Développement de l’Élève Formation Intégrale – Complete
training on student development), which I taught, had to complete 25 hours of community service throughout the year.
8
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>  TESTIMONIES
City of Edinburgh

THEOLOGY AS A SOURCE
OF INSPIRATION FOR LIFE
BRANDON COX
DOCTORAL CANDIDATE IN THEOLOGY
I studied history and theology in
sensitivities. This type of reflection
my undergrad, before going on to
gave me further inspiration and direction for a research project.
study each of those at a graduate
The Dominican tradition,
level. While in my undergrad, I was
Reading the vision of the Dominintroduced to the field of church
with its emphasis on relating
ican University College, I felt that
history, and I immediately realised
social awareness/responsibility
it would be a supportive place to
I had a passion for it. I began readto theological study, seemed
ing into it, and found I just couldn’t
pursue my research. The Dominican tradition, with its emphasis on
get enough. The deeper I dove in,
to align well with my vision and
relating social awareness/responsthe more fertile ground I discovapproach to research, all while
ered. Following my undergrad, I
ibility to theological study, seemed
partaking in a tradition almost
was fortunate to be able to study
to align well with my vision and
medieval history in Edinburgh,
approach to research, all while paras old as the idea of the western
taking in a tradition almost as old
Scotland, where I was surrounded
university itself.”
as the idea of the western univerby reminders of the past. There was
sity itself. Through my coursework,
something about going for an early
morning walk, along the cobblestone streets, and seeing I found my professors embodied this vision, which has
the spires of a centuries-old cathedral emerging through only increased my certainty that I chose the right place to
the Scottish fog, that continued to awaken something undertake my research.
inside me. This monument to faith, which had stood the
test of time, testified to the enduring nature of the Chris- My research is a mix of several of my interests: history,
tian tradition, and called out with the voice of the saints theology, and social work. I am examining the experiences
throughout the ages who had all passed through its halls. of, and care for, vulnerable people groups—children, the
Being in such surroundings, I discovered a passion for elderly, and the physically and intellectually disabled—in
wanting to comb through the human experiences of the medieval England. This is examined within the context
past, giving them voice in the present. I wanted to ask the of pastoral care, with a focus on highlighting the diversquestions of who such people were, and how their experi- ity of needs among the laity, and the responsiveness of the
ences might not be so dissimilar to my own.
church to those needs.
After returning to Ottawa from Scotland, I needed a break
before returning to the world of academics. I began working at a group home, where I supported adults with special needs and severe behavioural challenges. I had the
opportunity to care for vulnerable people who often found
themselves marginalized by society. As I immersed myself
in this care, I became more sensitive to the experiences of
those under my service. These considerations led me to
reflect on how vulnerable people would have been viewed
and what they would have experienced before modern

12
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I am extremely grateful for the scholarship provided by the
DUC Foundation. With the current state of affairs brought
on by the challenges of living in a pandemic world, financial struggles were one of the last barriers I had hoped
to encounter. Thanks to the scholarship, I have not had
to worry about a barrier coming up that could otherwise
prevent me from pursuing my research. The aid from
the Foundation has made it possible for me to continue
researching what I am passionate about.

THE BENEFITS OF A CRISIS…
HERVÉ TREMBLAY, OP
INTERIM DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF THEOLOGY
Historical-critical exegesis is not known for its spiritual or mystical depth. And yet, the reconciliation of
several Old Testament books written during the time
of the Babylonian captivity (around 538 BCE) produces an extremely profound portrait of what I call the
“dynamism of a crisis.” It is so deep that I have already
used these books at community retreats.
A crisis usually causes two opposing movements: one
towards closure, the other towards an opening. This
is what the Babylonian captivity did in ancient Israel.
The movement towards closure has manifested itself,
among other things, in a hardened legalism, the rejection of the new and the rejection of the foreigner. It can
be seen in the books of Ezra, Nehemiah or the Chronicles. The movement towards openness, meanwhile,
manifested itself in a search for new solutions and a
certain universalism. This can be seen in books like
Ruth, Jonah, or the prophets Haggai and Zechariah. In
this decades-long struggle, it was the reconstruction
of the temple destroyed by the Babylonians in 587 that
was one of the few unifying elements for these different groups. Upon their return, the exiles had a singular focus to rebuild it. This temple, as well as the Pentateuch/Torah in its various well-known documents (the
Yahwist and the Priestly), is the sign of the unity of
a diverse community in which everyone finds what’s
theirs. We see that from total destruction, from absolute national disaster, a new way of living the Jewish
faith has emerged.

These two tendencies are manifested today in our
society and in our Church in crisis, as well as in our
communities and institutions that are in a similar
state. As always, something has to be demolished in
order for something new to be built. As always, some
see nothing at all and want to continue as before, or
even dig in their heels. But, as always, others will
have a good understanding of what is happening and
see it clearly. These are the ones who offer solutions.
These are the ones who dream of a future more
suited to these new circumstances.
The temple is never completed; it is constantly under
construction. As our institutions go through their
moment of crisis more visibly, it is good to dream.

The mission has no end;
only its circumstances and conditions
can and should change.”
It is not yet clear what face our institutions will take
in the more or less near future. But there are dreamers who think about it and work very hard on it. One
thing is certain, however: this future will be made in
collaboration and in respect of identities. If the chosen
people were able to rebuild themselves after a drastic
national disaster such as exile, I am confident that we
will also be able to find new, more suitable and viable
ways to continue our mission for the here and now.
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>  EDUCATION AND SOCIETY

THE ROLE OF EDUCATION TODAY
AN INTERVIEW WITH PROFESSORS
OF THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
But for teaching, I wouldn’t completely abandon the model
of the bucket.

After all, teaching is all about passing
along what has already been given to us
by our teachers and professors, and what
we keep treasured in our buckets,
which we have been gradually filling up
since our earliest classes.”
JEAN-FRANÇOIS MÉTHOT
PHILOSOPHY PROFESSOR
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How do you define the role and importance
of teaching within society?

And in this bucket, we carry more than just our knowledge, attitudes, examples, experiences, strategies to learn
and be understood, memories and anecdotes, but also
love and even a little bit of wisdom.

In Objective Knowledge, Karl Popper compares two conceptions of scientific knowledge by using two metaphors:
the “bucket” and the “searchlight.” The former illustrates
a positive traditional conception of science, with the
“bucket” of science being filled up with objective observations. The latter draws a more active picture of science,
with science as a searchlight and its rays growing increasingly brighter with every hypothesis confronted by facts.

This week, in the philosophy of history, we spoke about
Hegel: in preparation, we returned to “The Phenomenology of Mind” and “Lessons on the Philosophy of History.”
During the course, I try to share what I understand, but
I am always afraid that the batteries of my projector are
dead, and that’s when I hear my old German philosophy
teacher’s voice giving his masterful lesson on Hegel; I pour
some of this into the students’ bucket.

This double metaphor can also apply to education and
teaching, as Claude Lamontagne already remarked, to
emphasize that the brains of students are not searchlights - and definitely not buckets - that can be filled with
information, but rather powerful projectors that must be
taught to properly display what’s on the real. This is a fact.

This bucket is very precious. It is the kind that we pass
along when fighting a fire, or in this case, ignorance,
prejudice, and irrationality. And there is always a fire
somewhere in society.
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THOMAS DE GABORY, OP
THEOLOGY PROFESSOR

MAXIME ALLARD, OP
PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY

Can teaching be a vehicle
for transmitting values?

Information is an intrinsic part of
education. But there is still the difference
between teaching and informing.
What is the trend these days?
What is at stake when we talk about
wanting to teach vs. wanting to inform?

To teach is to transmit. Its goal has always been to share
facts, ideas and knowledge. Teachers transmit when they
give what is in their heads. In order for there to be a real
transmission, concepts must be received and understood.
This is why teachers also seek to induce intelligence, so
that teaching can be truly welcomed. Teaching supports
students so that they may integrate new knowledge, as
well as give them the means to discover it themselves.
When I teach at the Dominican University College, I try
to impart (knowledge) and accompany (the students). In
theology, what is transmitted corresponds to a knowledge
of God through His Revelation. It is the gospel that is deepened, on an intellectual level as well as in the heart. This
is where we have to support those to whom the teaching
is transmitted, since the only aim of theology is love for
God and one’s neighbour. This is therefore a matter of the
heart. If theology did not lead to this love of God and the
other, its teaching would be a failure.

The theology that I teach is unique
because it deals with human action, ethics,
and a science which aims to identify points
of reference in order to live better.”
This university discipline cannot be transmitted only through
concepts because it carries within it the dynamics of accompaniment. In this sense, it is also an art. Ethics is the privileged place for the transmission of human values such as
respect, concern, attention to others, what medical ethics
would call offering care. These values reflect evangelical
love at the heart of a person’s life and their relationships
with others. Here is where the teaching of ethics reaches its
dimension of transmission and support.
Transmitting through teaching is thus giving students the
means to live better in society, to build a life together, beyond
just and peaceful world. In my eyes, in faith, this corresponds
to bringing about the kingdom.

Teaching is helping a person to think for themselves, supporting their effort to learn. With you, they will learn to
detect unnoticed relationships, orchestrate arguments,
understand a situation, a text, an argument. Teaching
means supporting work and a desire to question, to investigate... to learn.
Now the person who wishes to learn and the one who
teaches face a particular challenge together nowadays.

“Information,” “data” is flowing from
everywhere. More than ever before.
Finding, designating and using instruments
to sort this information and data based
on their intellectual quality is not obvious.”
Here are those who would praise the good old days, as if
it were a time when the only thing in circulation was the
truth - a delusion at best. The reality of it all was a different
story. As far as teaching philosophy went, since the time
of Plato, we see that anyone who wanted to learn would
immediately find themselves in a network of opinions,
suggestions, and possibilities. Glance over the first book
of Aristotle’s Metaphysics, and you won’t miss it. Read
any question from Thomas Aquinas’s Summa Theologica
and you will witness an explosion of horizons and paths
to explore. This way of writing, thinking and teaching has
not always been popular. We sometimes prefer to resort
to abstract arguments, detached from historical grounds
in order to avoid the need for information perceived as
“noise,” an impurity defiling “pure” reason. Mud and dust
will always accompany the best arguments or attempts
to think truthfully. After all, we’re talking about human
beings doing the thinking here!
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Personally, in the footsteps of Thomas Aquinas, I welcome
this wealth of information as an opportunity to teach. Isn’t
this already encouraging us to acquire a critical mind to
select, argue, compare and confront what appears on the
screen, which is chewed up, formatted? So many opportunities to create perspectives and initiate dialogues!
Today’s world of information allows this. It can be laborious, I don’t deny that. Think about teaching Heidegger
since the very concrete information on his connection
to “Nazi” thought and the regime that embodied it. This
gives rise to great controversy. It can be quite difficult to
sort and think! But there is everything you need to teach
and learn to leave the banality and the simple recitation of
what is already “known” or “believed.”

Writing philosophically is not the same as conventional
forms of writing. This written philosophical foundation
established the canon of codified texts in our tradition and
was transmitted by the living philosopher, engaged in the
oral tradition.

In order to learn a musical instrument
or how to ride a bike, one has to first witness
a musician at play or a cyclist in action.
Learning Ancient Greek Philosophy is
to listen to the living tradition that has been
deposited in its writings.”
One learns to read in order to familiarize oneself with the
insights captured in word; and, one learns to think by attuning oneself to a living philosopher in the act of thinking.
While the content of Ancient Greek Philosophy is important, the act of thinking provides freedom and autonomy
to the philosopher. It is the unapologetic freedom to think
for oneself that is the spirit of philosophy, understood as a
verb and not a static object.

MARK J. NYVLT
DEAN OF THE PHILOSOPHY FACULTY
OF THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Why study ancient greek philosophy?
Studying philosophy is like listening into a very long and
enduring conversation that started before your arrived. It
takes time to get up to speed, but when one does, it is the
most thrilling activity one can imagine. One has a front
seat view into this philosophical grand story, and can only
hope to participate in it after years of study.
The birth of philosophy is the awareness of the autonomy
of human reason and of moral deliberation. The Ancient
Greek philosophers are often seen as romantics. As pioneers are often immortalized, so, too, were our ancestors
in philosophy. However, many of them lived challenging
lives and endured much hardship by those in conventional power: Socrates died of capital punishment, Plato
was kidnaped by Dionysius, Aristotle was forced out of the
Academy because of Speussipus, Epictetus clawed himself
out of slavery via methods of Stoicism, the Platonic Academy was closed by Emperor Justinian, and, during Medieval period, Boethius was beheaded, Maimonides from
Cordova exiled to Cairo, Averroes from Cordova exiled to
Morocco, etc. It is clear that philosophy at its core can be a
rather dangerous activity and is not for the faint of heart,
as the ancients can testify.
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Clearly, Philosophy is not an offshoot of the later sciences,
such as Psychology, Sociology, Political Science, Anthropology, etc. It has its own methodology and its own canon
of reasoning. The ancients knew that this autonomy of
thinking for oneself is the most pleasing and most enriching of activities, and, as a result, also the most dangerous, one that political tyrants would forever try to muzzle.
Our history is fraught with this tension. While philosophy
requires much concentrated effort to master (cf. Plato’s
Seventh Letter), it rewards those who genuinely pursue
the good and honest life. I look forward to seeing you in
class…
Statue of Plato in front of the University of Athens in Greece

The spirit of philosophy, best expressed
in the Socratic method of dialoguing and
midwifing ideas such as justice, truth, virtue,
knowledge, reality, to mention but a few,
is not easily transposed onto the
small computer screen.”
IVA APOSTOLOVA
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Traditional teaching has experienced a
great transformation through information
technology tools. What are the advantages
and disadvantages of technology?
Having a choice or a say in something has always been
central in human activity. Not always for the better,
though. I find that not having a choice in the matter of
teaching online has been rather beneficial to the good
old, and rather rusty, academe. Ever since I started grad
school, universities have been talking about offering more
courses online, moving to a hybrid format, etc., with
very little actually being implemented in practice, lavish
funding, in some cases, notwithstanding. But the lack
of choice on account of the pandemic has, interestingly
enough, carved up a niche of mutual (for both students
and professors) deeper understanding and compassion for
the process of learning. That being said, however, like everything in life, technology comes at a price. Philosophy is
an abstract discipline with a long and rich history.

Anyone who has gone through grad school would know
how difficult it is to focus on reading and writing at home:
the TV and the fridge are a click and a step away. I think
that losing this designated space and - even more importantly - the designated time for doing academic work has
impacted both students and professors.
Apart from the obvious advantages of being able to welcome students from all over the world, and allow people
to absorb the material on their own time, as a professor, I
found that having to combine both synchronous and asynchronous teaching methods has doubled, if not tripled,
my workload. Something that I would have normally been
able to convey with a quick announcement at the beginning of class, now turns into a carefully composed message with caveats and clarifications to be made suitable for
online access. Although a year into this has made people
incrementally more at ease with the medium, dispelling
some of the anxiety of whether the mic is on or off, or whether there is something in the background that shouldn’t
be there, philosophy is as conceptual as it is personal. After
all, it is all about one’s own beliefs and ideas! And while
open discussions always carry the risk of things being
misinterpreted or construed as overly critical, a zoom discussion is tenfold harder: not only is the body language of
individual participants absent and hence, cannot be used
as a group mood detector, but there is often virtually no
class dynamics. Regardless, I believe that with more time
and practice we will gain back the agency that we all have
as learners, and use it to enrich our educational environment, on- and off-line.
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>  EDUCATION AND SOCIETY

AN INTIMATE
EDUCATION
FOR CORRECT
THOUGHT
DANIEL RIVET
DOCTORAL STUDENT IN PHILOSOPHY

Gabriel Madinier wrote that the
and responsibility to my teachers,
Although this can never
labour of education “is above
although I should never pass up
directly change reality […]
all a labour of love, as it doesn’t
an opportunity to celebrate the
consist of one fashion or another, the principles by which we act importance of their work. Maybe
like some regimented training,
I also give too much credit to the
and the criteria by which
but rather in allowing one to call
student who has to become aware
forth oneself, thinking and feel- we judge and conduct our lives of all these layers of knowledge
ing in the first person.”1 There
depend ultimately on the life and intellectual skill, now feedare various elements to this
ing their own life of the mind. The
of the mind.”
announcement. First, Madinier
fact remains that at the base of
prefaces this passage with the
this thought remains what is most
Hannah Arendt
notion of “giving birth,” where
important and topical.
education would be a prolongation. It is obvious to him that, in this birth, it is a ques- Today it’s a bit difficult to talk about love in education,
tion of love, the love of another, of another in the mak- especially if we are referring to a university level eduing in which education participates. And as his words cation. We will of course be talking about benevolence,
indicate, the education of each person, both those in caring, dedication, or at most, having a heart. But this
their youth as well those of a more mature age, should somewhat resembles the study of philosophy. It isn’t
take into account the person in their entirety, not only necessarily an education made with love, but it allows
in principle, but also through the holistic perspective us to realize how what we are or aren’t permitted to
as proposed in philosophy. It’s a manner of saying that think is often already prescribed for us. It also makes
you’re constantly coming into the world throughout it possible to realize that other worlds, other ways of
your life, in a sense.
thinking are or have been possible and are seriously
conceivable. The history of ideas tells us that several
“Feeling and thinking” in the first person is not just paradigms of thought can be at odds with each other.
a manifestation of being a human; nor is it just a This resembles what is at stake when it comes to “feelsolitary act. Rather, it is the result of an education ing and thinking in the first person.” It is then a matter
rooted in a network of people, in a community.
of being able to distinguish in us and around us that
which remains unchanged, stable, then that which is
The fact of having people around you who are very variable, and to understand the merits (or lack thereof)
keen to “call forth” this experience of the world and this of a particular statement or position. This capacity for
reflexivity within themselves is both a privilege and analysis and rigorous evaluation of ideas in the plural
a responsibility! Here perhaps I give too much credit is, as one will understand, most essential.
1
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Gabriel Madinier, Conscience et amour, Paris, Presse universitaire de France, 1947, p. 133.
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Despite the presence or absence of love in a university course or in the relationship with knowledge and
the world, it is important to demand a certain form
of intimacy. This intimacy is essential for a person to
be able to think “for themselves,” to think “in the first
person.” Is this not the same dynamic that applies to
a plant that grows in a field where intensive farming
methods are in place, such as automatic arrogation, or
for a single plant receiving the attention of a gardener?
Doesn’t the need for privacy require that the learner be
seen and met by a teacher or an academic advisor?

One does not sow without knowing
intimately the land from which the fruit
must spring. The same must be true
when it comes to education.”
Emmanuel Levinas invited us to become aware that
a human face already carries a message within it. We
should remember that the most pressing message in
the wake of the horrors of the Second World War was:
you will not kill me. While this may be a bit radical for
our purposes, an intimate relationship with another
implies recognizing their face. This means that the
other must be seen as a unique person, and not as an
abstract person, with only a theoretical dignity and set
of rights. Isn’t this a vital requirement for education,
even beyond the early childhood level? Isn’t it also, and
I would dare to claim even more so today, in the intellectual journey specific to the academic career of current and future gardeners of the world?
Singer Malvina Reynolds sang Little Boxes, made of
ticky tacky, talking about what university can produce
in a human being. It isn’t an entirely objective portrait
of university education - far from it - but its social criticism should at least make us think about the kind of
education we want, on what the university should offer.

It is important to repeat here that education is not
some copy paste or “Hey Siri,” but a long and patient
journey, free but also accompanied. Studying philosophy, for example, whether at the baccalaureate level or
beyond, is to work to bring out correct thought. This
thought will be personal, but it will be part of a larger, more global thought, because over years of study,
it will become more and more articulate and fruitful.
The vision, which began as embryonic and confused
as it was developed on the basis of received ideas and
poorly discerned attitudes, can become clear and well
structured. It can then protect against the vagaries of
different opinions and perspectives. The aim of philosophy is precisely to provide a solid foundation for its
thought and action. This goal goes well beyond simple
critical thinking, reflexivity and efficiency of engagement. Imagine a society of citizens working together
with a fair understanding of reality, based on a rigorous
reflection that each and every person will have taken
the time to “give birth” within them! What skill could be
more appropriate for the future of our societies?
It is true, however, that philosophy is not easily
acquired. It requires an approach, which is sometimes
slow and complex, and carries the promise of theoretical knowledge, of knowing how to be and how to act
in real depth. However, this knowledge is not always
clearly discernible and measurable. In any case, let us
remember that philosophy - during academic training - is the fruit of a sustained dialogue with oneself
and with the professors who have followed this path of
philosophical reflection by introducing us to the greatest minds in history. They sometimes shock us and put
us off with their words. But they also, however, have
a credibility rooted in their own journey. This is what
enables them to point the way forward so that each student can have a rigorous and free spirit.

In days past, university was a place where people who
were in love with knowledge gathered, in order to share
an intellectual tradition and to preserve it. Today, university has become a necessary passage for achieving
enviable social recognition, since this passage usually
opens the door to recognized and rewarding work. We
should acknowledge that university is still a privilege,
but also a responsibility, meaning that you must choose
your university rationally, but also with your heart.
The quality of the progress of the person in training is
what’s at stake here, not only on an intellectual level,
but also on a personal one.
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>  BIBLICAL REFLECTION ON TEACHING

TEACHING
IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
GILBERT MUNANA, OP
This reflection is about Old Testament conceptions of
teaching. I consider “teaching” to be the transmission
of knowledge (according to the Larousse dictionary)
and skills from a teacher to a pupil, student or any other
member of society (according to Wikipedia). How does
the Old Testament speak of intellectual life and the act
of teaching? Were there schools in ancient Israel? If
so, what kind? I will approach these questions in two
points: first I will discuss the intellectual aspects of the
Bible, and then report on the available data regarding
questions of school and teaching in the Old Testament.

1. The Bible, an intellectual teacher!
The word “Bible” is defined as a “collection of books”
or “library” (the Greek τὰ βιβλία is the neuter plural for
“books”). Hasn’t it been said that the quality of a university depends primarily on that of its library, with its varied and vast collections? The same applies to the Bible.
The diversity of its books, authors, languages, literary
genres, themes, currents (sometimes contradictory),
testifies to its openness. This is why it is an intelligent
work, and said to be the most widely read book in the
world.

The Old Testament of the Bible that I explore here is
no exception. The diversity of theological traditions
makes it a place of permanent debate. Its structure,
namely the order of its sections (Torah-Prophets-Writings), for the Hebrew canon; Pentateuch-History-Poetry-Prophets, for the Septuagint) proceeds from a certain interpretation. From section to section, the Bible
is interpreted more and more. Generally, in both canons, we can grasp the dependence (factual, theological,
chronological, etc.) of a section on the previous one.
The Torah is the one most regarded by the Jews. This
word means firstly “teaching” and not “law.” It comes
from the Hebrew verb הרי, frequently used in the factitive form, to signify indication, or teaching. This first
section therefore sets the tone for the rest of the Bible:
it is a divine lesson transmitted by Moses, the prophets
and the wise men.

More than simply a source
of information, the Bible - in its entirety is a teaching. We must learn from it.”

1

Cf. R. N. Whybray, The Intellectual Tradition of the Old Testament (BZAW, 135), Berlin, de Gruyter, 1974.

2

Sur la réforme de Josias (640-609), voir 2 R 21−23 ; 2 Chr 34−35.

3

J. Koening, « l’activité herméneutique des scribes dans la transmission du texte de l’Ancien Testament »,
Revue de l’Histoire des Religions 162 (1962), pp. 141-172.

4
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J. Héléwa, « Ministère doctrinal du prêtre dans la théologie ecclésiale du prophète Osée », Ephemerides Carmeliticae 17 (1962), p. 29.
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The importance of education is also attested by the
prestige of intellectuals in the Old Testament.1 During
the royal era, many people, including public officials,
could read and write. Such was the case for Shafan, the
scribe and secretary of King Josiah (2 Kings 22,3-10).2
The role of the scribes was to copy, gloss over, modify
and interpret the text without betraying it, which is precisely the work of an intellectual. We speak of “the hermeneutical activity of the scribes in the transmission
of the Old Testament text.”3 Priests were also known
as traditional masters of the Torah, and responsible
for transmitting it (cf. Os 4,6).4 The wise men - men of
experience, knowledge, good manners, conduct and
know-how, taught their wisdom to a group of disciples
gathered around them (cf. Qo 12,9-12).5 Sapiential writings favour the literary genre of teaching, where the
father of a family or schoolmaster educates his son or
his disciple.6 Cultured and influential, these sages were
able to play the role of advisers to kings. The Prophets
are often hesitantly put into the category of Israelite
intellectuals. Regardless, we can say that their criticisms, in different situations, proceeded from a certain
discernment. That being said, were there any schools
where these priests, sages, and prophets taught others?

2. Schools in the Old Testament?
The existence of schools during the royal era has been
affirmed by André Lemaire. Of the ten or so cases he
examined, only one of them seems most concrete, in
my opinion: that of the “sons of the prophets” - disciples
- who ask Elisha for permission to build a building for
sitting in front of him (2 Kings 6, 1ff). In its context,
the expression seems to refer to school, in the sense of
“schools of philosophy.”7 The existence of student-disciples can be found in 2 Kings 2,1-18.
None of these references are very explicit. The word
“school” ( שרדמ תיבin Hebrew) occurs for the first time
only in the Hebrew text of Si 51,23. However, the modesty or silent argument of these texts as to the existence
of one type of school in the royal era does not represent
their absence. Based on epigraphy, A. Lemaire says:
“after the discovery of scholarly texts in Egypt, Mesopotamia and Ugarit, most exegetes admit the existence of
schools in the royal Israelite era and propose to understand certain biblical texts with reference to the teaching given in these schools.” For this reason, the sapiential texts of the Bible are precious. Ecclesiastes presents
Qoheleth as a teacher who teaches wisdom and science
(Qo 12,9). We do not know of an educational institution
founded by him, but we have compared it to literary
works and philosophical schools of the ancient East
(Stoicism, Epicureanism, Cynicism).

The influence of wisdom is also noticeable in several books of the Bible that do not belong to the same
stream, as if it must have been taught over a long period of time. Finally,

many exegetes think that the whole Bible
had a didactic purpose: its writings
were taught in schools”
“which explains their complicated genesis, with numerous editions and re-editions, additions and updates.”8
In summary, we can agree that epigraphy and biblical
texts agree on the fact that the organization of the Kingdom from the 10th / 9th century BC, and the successive
administrative, economic and military reforms, presuppose the education of competent civil servants, both at
the technical level (reading, writing, arithmetic, administration, architecture, etc.) and at the ideological level
(serving the public cause and the king, a sense of justice,
etc.)”.9 These “royal schools” had to supplement or coexist
with the “priestly schools” and “prophetic schools” previously mentioned. Furthermore, the development of
the use of writing in the 8th century - which coincided
with the emergence of the “prophet writers” - must have
improved the concept of schools.
Lemaire hypothetically suggests - still pulling from
archaeology, epigraphy and biblical texts - three levels
of schools and their areas of education: local schools
dealing with elementary education, regional schools
training middle managers of the provinces, and capital
schools (located in Jerusalem, Samaria) teaching culture
and international relations. Three places of teaching
are also often cited: certain rooms (“bench rooms”, from
the Kuntilat-Ajrud inscription?); the temple (where the
Prophets, and later Jesus, would teach); and the royal
palace. Much can be said about the situation of teachers
and students, but research still falters on this point.

Let’s not forget!
How does this relate to Bible schools at the Dominican
University College (DUC)? The DUC’s interest in the
study of textual sources, the themes which mobilized
the schools of wisdom and prophets, such as the philosophy of existence (Qohéleth) or the questions of justice (Job), makes me think that it will always be important to study the points of contact and the genealogical
chain of schools, lest new generations lose something
useful from old intellectual traditions.

5

Ainsi, d’après Pr 1,1-7, la finalité de ses proverbes est de transmettre et de faire connaître la sagesse comme on éduque (cf. Pr 1, 1-7).

6

A. Lemaire, Les Ecoles et la formation de la Bible dans l‘ancien Israël, Fribourg, Editions universitaires, 1981, p. 36.

7

A. Lemaire, Les Ecoles et la formation de la Bible, p. 34..

A. Lemaire, Les Ecoles et la formation de la Bible, p. 45 ; A. Lemaire, « experts et pouvoir dans l’antiquité (II). Recherches sur l’histoire intellectuelle
du peuple hébreu », Revue historique 617 (2001), p. 138 ; E.W. Heaton, The School Tradition of the Old Testament, Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1994, p. 5.
8

9

A. Lemaire, Les Ecoles et la formation de la Bible, p. 47.
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> READING NOTEBOOK
CATHERINE AUBIN, OP

RENONCER :
LA JOIE DANS
LE DÉTACHEMENT
This book, published on May 18, 2020, is a meditation
on today’s ideological countercultures, going against
the trend of self realization. Renouncement is a part of
our everyday lives, and it comes in many different forms,
hence the importance of examining, discerning and giving it a sense of meaning, all the while avoiding prejudgements or frustrations. It enhances one’s ability to understand and make the right decisions
Catherine Aubin, OP, has a doctorate in theology, she
teaches at the Dominican University College and collaborates with various media.

RENONCER : LA JOIE DANS LE DÉTACHEMENT

is now available for purchase on:
www.novalis.ca | www.librairies.paulines.qc.ca

THOMAS DE GABORY, OP

TU ÉTAIS MALADE
ET JE T’AI VISITÉ :
MÉDECINE, GUÉRISON ET SALUT
Published in the middle of the pandemic, this book asks
us to rethink the role of medicine in the world through
the lens of the Bible, the Gospel, and the Church Fathers.
It also serves as a helpful guide for those working in the
health sector, as well as for all those who wish to know
more about what is at stake in this world.

TU ÉTAIS MALADE ET JE T’AI VISITÉ :
MÉDECINE, GUÉRISON ET SALUT

is now available for purchase on:
www.renaud-bray.com

Thomas de Gabory is a priest, doctor and professor of
moral theology and bioethics at the Dominican University
College. He has lead many humanitarian missions, mainly
in Haiti, Madagascar, Congo and India, before having
founded an end-of-life care home in Manilla, Philippines,
for the homeless.

ANNE DORAN

UNE SPIRITUALITÉ DU DON.
PENSÉE INNUE, PHILOSOPHIE ET
CHRISTIANISME EN DIALOGUE
This work, published on September 21, 2020, focuses
on culture, spirituality and Innu Christianity, with
an emphasis on how the Innu mentality can enhance
our own relationship with land, nature, and also our
understanding of Christianity.
Anne Doran is a professor at the Dominican University
College. Her fields of expertise cover Innu culture, Innu
Christianity and the thinking of the Church Fathers.
UNE SPIRITUALITÉ DE DON. PENSÉE INNUE,
PHILOSOPHIE ET CHRISTIANISME EN DIALOGUE
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THIS EDITION OF THE REVIEW ESSENTIALS
HAS BEEN PRODUCED THANKS TO THE PROUD
PARTNERSHIP WITH THE J.A. DESÈVE FOUNDATION.
ON BEHALF OF ALL THE STAKEHOLDERS OF THE FOUNDATION AND
THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, WE THANK THEM FOR THIS
SIGN OF TRUST AND RECOGNITION.

To focus on the Essential is to do the right thing,
to do it well.
First of all, it is to bet on inner health,
that of the soul and the heart.
To seek, through study, values called hope,
belief, love, justice, sharing.”
Benoît Lacroix
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BECOME A PARTNER
OF THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
TODAY AND TOMORROW…
☐

A one-time donation by cheque, credit card and
online via our website : http://fcud.ca

☐ Donation of a life insurance policy
By transferring a life insurance policy you currently
hold to the Foundation or by subscribing to a new
life insurance policy and designating the Foundation as the beneficiary.

☐ Monthly donation by cheque or credit card
The monthly donation is a significant way to show
your loyalty to the mission of the Foundation.

☐ Donation of real estate

☐ In Memoriam donation, online (on our website),
by phone or by cheque.

You can donate a family residence to the
Foundation while you still continue using it for the
rest of your days. You will receive a receipt for tax
purposes corresponding to the estimated value of
your possession at the time of the donation.

☐ Donations of eligible stocks
(stocks on the financial market and other eligible
stocks) You can donate your registered plan to the
Dominican University College Foundation by indicating it in your will.

☐ Donation of a registered plan (RRSP or RRIF)
You can donate your registered plan to the Dominican University College Foundation by indicating it
in your will.

☐ Legacy gift
Designating the Dominican University College
Foundation in your will is a simple way to
leave some of your possessions to an honourable mission. Choosing to make a legacy
donation in your will is also a way to transmit to your inheritors the values you cherished
throughout your life and to make sure that they
will be transmitted to the future generations.

For additional information please contact us:
Phone: 514 739-9084
Toll free: 1 888 739-9084
Email: info@fcud.ca
GIVING TO THE DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE FOUNDATION MEANS:
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

Supporting the exceptional teaching provided
by the Dominican University College, including
research;
Contributing to preserve human and Christian
values;
Helping our students;
Improving the teaching environment;
Encouraging projects;
Supporting chairs;
Ensuring the perenniality of the Dominican
cultural heritage.

2715 Chemin de la
Côte-Sainte-Catherine
Montreal, QC H3T 1B6
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